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ON THE SYMMETRIC SQUARE: DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS

YUVAL Z. FLICKER

Abstract. We define the symmetric square lifting for admissible and auto-

morphic representations, from the group H = Hq = SL(2), to the group

G = PGL(3), and derive its basic properties. This lifting is defined by means

of Shintani character relations. The definition is suggested by the computation

of orbital integrals (stable and unstable) in our On the symmetric square. Or-

bital integrals, Math. Ann. 279 (1987), 173-193. It is compatible with dual

group homomorphisms Ao : H —> G and k\ : H\ —► G , where H\ = PGL(2).
The lifting is proven for induced, trivial and special representations, and both

spherical functions and orthogonality relations of characters are studied.

0. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to define the symmetric square lifting in terms

of character relations, and derive basic properties of this lifting. This work is

required for our study of this lifting of automorphic forms of H (A) to G (A),

where H — Ho = SL(2) and G = PGL(3), by means of the trace formula.

The lifting is suggested by the symmetric square, or adjoint representation

Xo : H -» G of the dual group H = PGL(2, C) of H in G = SL(3, C). Put

<r{g)=S'g-lS,    f=[      -1       j-

Then H is a er-endoscopic group of G. But G has another a-endoscopie

group, which is H{ = PGL(2). We write Xt: Hi = SL(2, C) -» G, h ~ (h0 °).
Via the Satake isomorphism, the maps X¡ formally define the lifting n = A,(7t()

ofunramified H¡(F)-modules n¡ to unramified C7(ir)-modules it. Moreover,

we introduce in § 1 the dual maps X* : H —► H, from the Hecke algebra H of

G(F) to the Hecke algebra H, of H¡(F). It follows from the definitions that
if f = X*(f) then the spherical functions / and f have matching orbital
integrals on the split torus.

In §2 we define lifting, denoted 7t, = A,-(7t), of admissible representations rc,

of Hi(F) to such representations n of G(F), by means of character relations.

The definition is suggested by the study [I, §3], of orbital integrals. It general-

izes the spherical case, and uses packets rather than a single irreducible. Basic
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examples of the stable lifting Xq are given. These concern induced, trivial, and

special representations.

Section 3 concerns orthogonality relations for characters which are needed

in the study [IV] of the local lifting. The cases of supercuspidal G(ir)-modules

and Steinberg n are standard but useful. We also record without proof the

twisted orthogonality relation for two tempered G(ir)-modules which are not

relevant. The proof follows closely that of the nontwisted case by Kazhdan [K].

It depends on the twisted analogue of the crucial appendix of [K]; this is proven

in [F] for a general group, and in [IV, (1.8)], in our case.

1. Hecke algebra

1.1. Dual-groups. Let F be a global or local field of characteristic zero. Put
G = PGL(3), H = H0 = SL(2), and//, = PGL(2) = SO(3). For any field K
denote by G(K), H(K) and H\(F) the group of A^-rational points of G, H

and H\ . Fix a separable algebraic closure F of F .

Let G = SL(3, C) be the dual group of G (for any reductive group G the

dual group G is defined in [B], where it is denoted by LG). Consider the

semidirect product G' = G x> (a); (a) denotes the group generated by the

automorphism

a{g)=flg-xf,       f=\       -1

of G of order 2.
The dual group H of H is PGL(2, C) ~ SO(3, C) ; it is isomorphic to

the centralizer of 1 x a in the connected component of 1 in G', and to the

rj-centralizer G° = {g in G; g~la(g) = 1} of 1 in G. The isomorphism is
given by

a2       abV2       b2   \
acV2   ad + be   bdV2 (x = ad - be).

c2       cdV2       d2   I

This map will be denoted by X, or Ao : H —► G.

The dual-group G\ of H\ is SL(2, C), and the map

embeds H\ in G. The image is the centralizer of e x a in G, where e is the

diagonal matrix (-1, 1, 1). Equivalently, it is the c-centralizer G° of e in

G.

1.2. Hecke algebra. Let F be a p-adic field, R = {x in F ; |x| < 1} its
ring of integers, K = G(R) the standard maximal compact subgroup of G(F),

H = HG the convolution algebra of complex-valued compactly supported K-

bi-invariant functions / on G(F). Let n be an admissible irreducible repre-

sentation of G(F) on a space V. Put an(g) - n(ag) (g in G(F)). Then "n

is an admissible irreducible representation of G(F) on V. We say that n is

a   b
c   d
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er-invariant if n is equivalent to "n . In this case there is an invertible operator
A: F —> V with n(ag) = An(g)A~l (g in G(F)). Since n is irreducible and

A2 intertwines n with itself, A2 is a scalar which we normalize to be 1. We

put n(a) = A, and define the operator n(f x a) = n(f)n(a) to be the map

which assigns j f(g)n(g)Av dg to v.
If f is spherical (in HG) and n(f x a) ^ 0, then the image of n(f x a) is

one-dimensional and n(k) (k e A") is the identity on the image of n(f x a).

Hence n is unramified, and it lies in a representation / of G(F) induced

from an unramified character n of the upper triangular Borel subgroup B(F),

7i being the unique unramified constituent in the composition series of /. Fix

v in V so that w = n(f x a)v is nonzero. It is clear that Aw is also a Af-

fixed vector, and Aw ^ 0, since A(Aw) = w ^ 0. Hence, there is a constant

c with Aw = cw. As A2 = 1, c is 1 or -1. We replace A by cA to have

Aw = w. This normalization is compatible with the global normalization in

terms of Whittaker models; see [IV, (1.1.1)].
The character r\ is given by

n((a, b,c)) = ßi(a)ß2(b)ß3(c)

on an element y = (a, b, c) in the diagonal torus T of G, where ß, are

characters of Fx with ßiß2ßi = 1. Let « be a local uniformizer in F.

Consider the element t — (ßi(n), ß2(n), ß^(n)) in the diagonal torus T of

G. Then the equivalence class of the unramified representation n is uniquely

determined by the conjugacy class in G of i.

The normalized orbital integral

Ff(y) = A(y) j f(g~lyg)^Y       (g in T(F) \ G(F)),

where

depends only on the image of y — (a, b, c) in T(F)/T(R) ~ X*(T) when /

is spherical, and hence will be denoted by iy(n), n being the image of y in

X„(T) ~ {(«!, n2, «3) ; n¡ in Z}/{(«, n, n); n in Z} . Implicit is a choice

of Haar measures dg, dt on G(F) and T(F). For t = (h, t2, h) in T
andn = («1, n2, «3) in Xt(T), we put

n(0 = Cf"2'33-

The Satake transform f of f is defined by

f{t) = \T(R)\^Ff(n)n(t)       (n in X*(f) ~ X,(T)),
n

where \T(R)\ denotes the volume of T(R) = T(F) n K with respect to dt.

The map / -> / is an isomorphism from the algebra HG to the algebra C[T]W

of finite Laurent series in J e T which are invariant under the action of the

Weyl group W of T in G.

1.3. Lemma. Suppose that n is unramified and t - t(n) - t(n) is a corre-

sponding element in T. Ifn = n, then for any f in HG we have

trn(fxo) = f(t).
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Proof. This is standard, hence omitted.

1.4. Definition. For S in G(F) put &f(S) = ¡GO¡(F)XG(F)f(g-loa(g))dg,

where G¡(F) is the a-centralizer of ô in G(F) (see [I, §3]). Also put F?(S) =

Ao(Nô)Q>af(â), where No is the norm of ô in SL(2, F) (see [I, §1], and (1.8)

below). Here Ao is the usual A-factoron H(F). Finally, Tx~a(F) = {ta(t)~x ;

t in T(F)}.

Lemma. We have

tr I(n, f x a) = [ Un(ô) + n(ô))F°f(ô) dô.
Jr'-"(F)\T(F) z

Proof. This is also standard, hence omitted.

1.5. Cases of H and H. Considerations analogous to ( 1.2), ( 1.3) apply in the

cases of the groups H - H0 = SL(2) and H\ = PGL(2) ~ SO(3), with respect
to the maximal compact subgroups K¡ = H¡(R). Unramified representations

no, Tt\ are associated with Ioißi, ßi), h(ß,ß~x) and classes represented by

to = (zx, z2), ti = (z, z-1) in ^o, H{. Here z¡ = ßi(n), z = ß(n). For f

in the Hecke algebras H¡ of compactly supported A",-bi-invariant functions on

Hi(F), the Satake transform is

/o((z,, z2)) = \T0(R)\Y,F/¡>(n)(zl/z2)\
n

fl((z,z-l)) = \Tl(R)\YiFf¡(n)zn.
n

\Ti(R)\ denotes the volume of T¡(R) = T¡(F)r¡Ki with respect to da¡. Ff.(n)

denotes the normalized orbital integral of f at regular elements (a, b) in

Ti(F) (diagonal subgroup of H(F)) with valuations (n, -n), (i = 0) and

(m\,m2), m\-m2 = n (i = 1). It depends on the choice of Haar measures

dhi, da¡ on H¡(F), T¡(F) ; but f depends only on dh¡.
The standard computation alluded to in (1.3) shows that for spherical f,

7i,, we have

ftntifi) = MU)       (U = ti(m)).

1.6. Unramified lifting. Recall (1.1) that we have maps X¡ : H¡ —► G and ((1.2),

(1.5)) classes t¡, t in H¡, G for unramified representations n¡, n of H¡(F),

H(F)   (í = 0, 1).

Definition. The unramified representation n¡ lifts to n through X¡ if t =

Xj(ti). In this case we write n — A,(7r,).

The maps X*: H —► H, dual to X¡ are defined by f = X*(f) if f¡(t¡) =

f(Xi(ti)) for all U in f,. Equivalently, f = X*(f) if tr7r,(/) = Itn(f) for all

■Hi and n = A,(7t;). Note that n = A,(7r,) if and only if J¡(t¡) = f(t), where

ti = ti(m), t = t{n), for all / and /, = !*(/).
Note that I0(ß) = Io(ß, 1), hiß) = h(ß, ß~l) both lift (through X0, X\)

to I(ß, 1,/i-1).

1.7. Integrals. There are several formal consequences concerning orbital inte-

grals of functions /, f related by f = X*(f), since these integrals are the

coefficients of / and f .
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If h = (t, t~x) lies in f, then

\TiR)\       £       F/(m)r<-'"' =/(A1(í1)) = /,(í1) = iriWlE^in)/".

Comparing coefficients of /" we obtain

|7i(H)|F/l(»)=        J]        ITOI^m).
{m;mi— m^=n}

A standard change of variables shows that this is the product of | Ta (/?) |, where

T°{F) = {t in TiF) ; t = ait)} , and

F°fin)=Aiy)j fig-xooig))dg

iô = ia,b,c), y = ia/c, c/a), \a/c\ = \n\n).

It is clear that the integral on the right depends only on n , but not on the choice

of Ô.

Remark. ( 1 ) Every f is so obtained from some /, hence the f separate the

%\. (2) we normalize the measures so that |7/(i?)| = \TaiR)\ ; the groups T¡

and T" are isomorphic to the multiplicative group Gm .

In the case of H0 — SL(2), taking a representative t0 = it, 1) in T0 we have

\TiR)\YiFfim)t^-^=fiXoito)) = kto) = \ToiR)\,£FA(n)tn.
m n

Hence F Un) = Ff0{n), and the fo separate the Tío . In conclusion, we have

Lemma. If S = ia,b, c), y = ia/c, c/a), and y\ = ia,c), then FUS) =

Ffoiy) andFf(ô) = Ffl{yl).

1.8. Norm. To extend the study of lifting from the unramified case to any

admissible <t-invariant representation, we shall use the description of the stable
a-conjugacy classes and norm map N from [I, §1]. Here and in (1.9), F is

any local field. Recall that two elements ô, ô' of GiF) are called (stably)

a -conjugate if there is h in GiF) (resp. GiF)) with ô' = hôa{h~l). The map

ô —» ôaiô) induces a bijection N from the set of stable cr-conjugacy classes

in GiF) to the set of stable conjugacy classes in HiF). The norm map has a

particularly simple description in the case where ôaiô) has distinct eigenvalues.

Up to a a -conjugacy such ô can be assumed to be of the form ô = iae)\ where

-C5). -(-.'ï). *-(•«;)■
Then y = No = (-l/deta)a2.

1.9. Weyl integration formula. Let {T0} denote a set of representatives for
the conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups of H over F . The Jacobian of the
morphism T0xT0\H -► H, it, g) -» g~xtg, is

D(r) = |det(l-Adr)|ue«\»l
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(see [I, §2]), and we have the Weyl integration formula

ÍMg)dg=Y,\W(T0)\-1 [      \Ait)\2dtf f0ig-xtg)^-,
J [To) Jt0(f) Jt0(F)\g(F) at

where W(T0) is the Weyl group of T0, and |A(?)2| = \D(t)\.
The analogue of this formula in the twisted case is based on the observation

of (1.8) that each elements in GiF) with regular norm is cr-conjugate to an

element ô = iae)\ with a in GL(2, F). Note [I] that ô = iaé)\ and ô' =

ia'e)i are cr-conjugate if and only if a' = il/detb)b~xab , so that we may take

the a in NZiK) \ TiF), where T ranges over a set of representatives for the

conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups of GL(2) over F, K is the splitting

field of T over F, Z is the center of GL(2) and N is the norm form K to

F . The Jacobian of the morphism T x Ga5\G -» G by (a, g) -> g~xôaig)

is |det[l - Adf5 x cr]|LieG"\Cr|, which is equal to |2|A(y)2, where y = Nô =
Ô  *

(-l/deta)a2 . The twisted Weyl integration formula is then

Ífig)dg = W [ \2\Aiy)2cos [ fig-^aig))^-.
J l ,T, JnZ(K)\T(F) Jg°ô(F)\G(F) œô

The Weyl group of TiF) in GL(2, F) consists of two elements.

2. Local Lifting

2.1. Characters. Throughout this section, we let F be a local iarchimedean or

not) field, f a compactly supported smooth function on H¡iF), n¡ an admis-

sible irreducible representation of H¡iF), and 71,(7;) the convolution operator

/ Mg)ni(g) dg ; implicit is a choice of a Haar measure. This operator has finite
rank. A well-known result of Harish-Chandra (see [H, Theorem 5], when F is

nonarchimedean) asserts that there exists a locally-integrable complex-valued
conjugacy-class function Xi = Xn¡ on H¡iF), which is smooth on the regular

set and called the character of n, such that

**,(/,) = j' Mg)Xi(g)dg

for all f.
The twisted analogue of [H, Theorem 5], (see [Cl]), asserts that given a a-

invariant admissible irreducible representation n of GiF), there exists a a-

conjugacy class function x on GiF) with the above properties, such that

trnifxa)= I fig)xig)dg

for all /. The trace class operator nif x a) is defined in (1.2). Note that x
is the twisted character of n ; it is not the character in the usual sense.

We need the character and its properties for the orthogonality relations of

(3.3), as well as for the study of the approximation in [IV, §1], and lifting in

[IV, §2].

2.2. Packets. The local lifting is defined (in (2.3)) by means of character iden-

tities, and we need to relate characters of packets, not individual characters.

The packet of a representation of GiF) or H\iF) will consist of that repre-

sentation alone. In the case of HiF) = SL(2, F), packets are defined in [LL],
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and we repeat here the definition. A representation n of HiF) is contained

in the restriction of an irreducible representation ñ of GL(2, F) to HiF).

The set of irreducible constituents in the restriction of ñ to HiF) is called
the packet of n. This set depends on n alone, and is denoted by {71}. It
consists of a single element, unless ñ ® x — ñ , where / is a nontrivial char-

acter of Fx , necessarily of order 2. In the latter case {n} consists of two or

four elements. Moreover, x determines a quadratic extension K of F, and ñ

is associated to a two-dimensional representation of the Weil group WF of F
induced from a character 8 of the Weil group WK of K . This WK is of index

two in WF . Then ñ is denoted by 7t(0) ; it is in the discrete series if 8^8,

where 0(z) = 8(z) and the bar denotes the action of Gal(A"/F). Now {7c}

consists of two elements if ñ = ñ(8) and z —► 8(z/~z) is not of order (one

or) two (z in Kx ~ WK/K = WK/W£), and of four elements if &iz/J) is

of order two. The elements in the packet {n} are the orbit of n under the

action n -* n8 of ig in) GL(2, F), where n8ih) = nig~xhg). We denote by

X{n} the sum of %n>, where n' ranges over {n} . Then y —> ̂(7) is a c/asi

function, namely x,r(g-17c?) = Xniy) for g in HiF). The character x{jr} is

a stable class function, namely X{n}ig~xyg) - X{n}iy) for all g in GL(2,ir),

or Z{7r}(y) = X{k}(7') whenever 7, 7' are stably conjugate elements in HiF)

(7, 7' have the same eigenvalues). Note that the character is defined only on
the regular set.

2.3. Lifting. We can now turn to the definition of local lifting.

Definition. The representation 7t0 of H0iF) lifts to the representation n of

GiF) if Xnio) = X{n0}(y) whenever y - Nô is a regular element of HiF). In

this case we write n — Xoino).

Remark. This definition is based on the definition of the norm N in [I], which

is recalled in (1.8). The norm relates stable er-conjugacy classes in GiF) and

stable conjugacy classes in HiF). It was noted in (2.2) that X{%}iy) is a stable

class function. To be a lift of 7to the (twisted) character Xn of n has to

be a stable a -class function, namely Xniô) = Xniô') if ô and ô' are stably
ff-conjugate.

2.4. Lemma, it = Xoino) if and only if trnif x a) = tr{7t0}(/o) for all f, f0
with /o = X*0if).

Remark. As in [I, §3], we write f = X*if) for functions with matching orbital
integrals.

Proof. Suppose that tr7t(/ x a) = tr{7to}(/o) • We use the Weyl integration

formula of (1.9) to write tr7t(/ x a) = / fig)xig)dg as

\2\H\l A{yfxÁ{ae)x)<HPf{iae)x)o>s.
^ -¿ JnZ(K)\T(F)

Fix a quadratic extension K of F . Denote by Tk(F) the element of {T} (i.e.

torus in GL(2, F)) which splits over K. Take / so that its twisted orbital
integral <P^ is supported on TKiF), namely on the cr-orbits of the ô = iae)\

with a in T¡c(F). We claim that

tr7t(/xff) = !^/ Aiy)2XniôW}iô)œs       (S = {aeh),
L   JZ(F)\TK(F)
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where <P^(cS) denotes the stable twisted orbital integral of / at ô , as in [I, §3].

To show this, note that the trace tr nif x a) depends only on the stable twisted

orbital integral 4>^ of /, since it is equal to \x{no)ifo). If we take f, = 0,

then for each a in Tr(F) we have

<br}{{uae)x) = -9}({ae)i)       (u in F - NK/FK).

Since tr nif x a) vanishes for such /, we have

L Aiy)2[Xniiaeh) - Xniiuaeh)miiaeh)cos = 0./
Z(F)\TK(F)

Choosing / so that the support of $>aAiae)\) is small, we deduce that

Xniiae)i) = Xn((uae)i)

depends only on the stable cr-conjugacy class of iae)\ . Hence, the claim fol-

lows.

On the other hand,

tr{7t0}(/o) = J foig)X{n0}ig)dg

= Et^o)]"1 Í     Aiy)2x{no}iy)®foiy)coy
{T0} JTo(F)

= U        A(7)2Z{M(7)^0(7K.
JTok[F)

The last equality follows from our assumption on f0 that the stable orbital

integral <&f (7) of fo at 7 is supported on (the stable conjugacy class of) the

torus TofciF) in {T0} which splits over K. Since the map FX\KX -> Kx by
z —> z/~z is a bijection and serves to relate measures from Z(F) \ T¡ciF) to

the torus T0K(F) of SL(2, F), and f0 = X*0if) means (Pfiô) = 0^(7) for all
ô, y with No = 7 , it follows that n = Xo(n0). Note [I, Lemma 2.3.1] that the
measures are related by 2co¿ = coy.

2.5. Remark. The opposite direction is proven by reversing the above steps.

2.6. Recall that the norm map N{ of [I] bijects the stable tr-conjugacy classes

in GiF) with the (stable) conjugacy classes in HiF) = SO(3, F). Recall that

in each stable cx-conjugacy class of elements ô such that ôaiô) has distinct

eigenvalues, there are two cr-conjugacy classes (unless the eigenvalues of ôaiô)

lie in Fx when there is a single cr-conjugacy class), and they differ by whether

Gg,iF) is split or not for a representative ô. Here we put ô' = jiô + J'ôJ)

as in [I, §1], and note that the a -centralizer C7|, of Ô' depends only on the

cr-conjugacy class of ô, up to conjugacy in GiF).

The twisted character x* is a a-class function on the a -regular set, namely,
Xnig~lôaig)) = Xniô) for all g in GiF). By an unstable a-class function we

mean a cr-class function which satisfies Xniô) = -Xniô) whenever ô, ô are

stably cr-conjugate but not cr-conjugate.

Note that if ô , ô are stably cr-conjugate, but not conjugate, then up to cr-

conjugacy ô = iae)\ and ô — iuae)\ with u in Fx but not in NK/FKX ,

where K/F is a quadratic separable extension determined by ô .
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Definition. The representation n\ of HiF) lifts to the representation n of

GiF) if Xn is an unstable cr-class function and

(2.6.1) \ix- + y')ix- + f)\l/2xnio) = xn¡iyi)

for all 7i in HiF) and ô in GiF) suchthat G¿,iF) is split and /Via = 71 has
distinct eigenvalues as an element of HiF) - SO(3, F). Here 7', 7" denote

the eigenvalues of 71 distinct from 1. Note that Xnio) — -Xniô') whenever ô ,

ô' are stably cr-conjugate but not cr-conjugate. We then write n = Xiiit\).

2.7. Lemma. We have tr 7r(/x cr) = tr7ri(/i) for all f, f\ with f\ =X\if) if
and only if n = X\in\).

Remark. As in [I, §3], we write f = X\if) for functions f\, f on HiF),
HiF) with matching orbital integrals, namely when

4>/1(7i) = l(l+/)(l + 7")|1/2^W

for ô, 7i, 7', 7" as in (2.6).  Here 0^6(f5) is the unstable twisted orbital

integral of / at ô (see [I, (3.5)]).

Proof. If tr7t(/ x a) = trnxif) for /, /, with /, = X\if), then tr7i(/ x a)
is equal to / f ig)Xn¡ ig) dg, which by the integration formula of ( 1.9), is

$%/      A(7i)2^,(71)<D/i(7i)í/7i
,,-, L Jt,<f)
{Tt} - JTÁF)

= £5 /    My^Xnliyi)\ii + y')ii + y")\l/2^'fabiS)dyl.
{Tí} L JTdF)

The sum is taken over a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of Cartan

subgroups T\ of Hx over F. Recall that H = SO(3) a PGL(2), and in Hx
a stable conjugacy class is a conjugacy class. The element ô , or rather its cr-

conjugacy class, is uniquely determined by 71 and the requirement that Gas, be

split over F. Moreover, <&?bio) is -<&l?biô) if ô, ô are stably cr-conjugate

but not cr-conjugate.

Define Xn by the equation (2.6.1) to be an unstable cr-conjugacy class func-

tion. Then our sum becomes

|2|£U
r-r-,   L  Jzt

AiyfxniôWfiô)œs.
{T} - JZ(F)\T(F)

The sum is over conjugacy classes of F-tori in GL(2, F), ô = iae)\, y =

(-l/detfl)a2, and a -> 71 defines an isomorphism of Z(F)\ TiF) and T\iF)
for tori T, T\ which share their splitting field. Note that when the eigenvalues

of ae are u, v , then those of 7 are u/v , v/u,v/e have

Aiy) = \il-iu/v)2)il-iv/u)2)\1'2

and

Aiyx) = \il-u/v)il-v/u)\xl2.

The sum is equal to

|2|£^/ Aiy)2XniôWfiô)toô.
ff} l JnZ(K)\T(F)
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This is

j fig)Xnig)dg

by the twisted Weyl formula (1.9). Hence n = X\in\) by the definition of Xn ■

2.8. Induced. As in (1.3) let n = lit]) denote the representation of G(F)

(normalizedly) induced from the character nia, b, c) = ßia/c) of the Borel

subgroup BiF), where ß is a character of Fx . Denote by 7to = Ioiß) and

n\ = hiß) the representations of H0iF), HiF) induced from the characters

(2 -, ) -» ßia), (q °) -» ßia/b) of the corresponding upper triangular Borel

subgroups. Then the computation of ( 1.4) and the integration formulae of ( 1.9)

show that n = I in) has a character x which vanishes at ô unless ô is diagonal
(up to cr-conjugacy), where

XAâ)=Myrlir,iô) + t1iô))       iô = JÔJ).

Similar standard computations show that Xx¡ are also supported on the (con-

jugacy classes of) diagonal elements of H¡iF). They are given there by

Xn0iy)=Aiy)-xißia) + ßia-x)),        y = (¡¡   fl?1),

and

Xn,iyi) = Aiyi)-Xißia) + ßia'1)),        7i =

It follows that if 7i = Iin), n0 = hiß), it\ = hiß), then

2.8.1.   Lemma,  n = Xoino) = Ai(7ii), namely Ioiß) and hiß) both lift to
/(*)■

Proof. The character of n , n¡ are supported on the split tori, and the stable

cr-conjugacy class of an element where Xn does not vanish consists of a single
cr-conjugacy class:

Remark. Here the field F is any (archimedean or not) local field.

2.9. Special representation. Let v denote the valuation character of Fx , thus

vix) = \x\. The composition series of the induced representation Io = loiv)

of HiF) consists of the one-dimensional representation no of HiF) and the

special representation sp of HiF). Note that sp is irreducible if F ^ R. But

by (2.8.1) /o lifts to the representation n = Iin) of GiF), induced from the

character n = {u, 1, v~x) of the upper triangular Borel subgroup of GiF).

The composition series of n consists of the trivial representation nin), the
irreducible representation 7r/>,(sp(i/, 1), v~x) normalizedly induced from the

representation sp(i/, 1) x v~x of the maximal parabolic subgroup P\ of type

(2, 1), and the reducible representation IpA\v , sp(l, ^_1)) induced from the

maximal parabolic P2 of type (1,2). This last representation has composi-

tion series consisting of the irreducible np2iv, sp(l, v~x)) and the Steinberg

representation St. This result is due to Bernstein-Zelevinsky [BZ] when F

is nonarchimedean. Now Ip-jiy, sp(l, i^-1)) is not cr-invariant, but St, be-

ing the unique square-integrable irreducible constituent of lin) s "Iin), is

cr-invariant. Hence, npA\v, sp(l, i'-1)), as well as 7tp1(sp(p', l),v~x) (for the

same reason), is not cr-invariant. The one-dimensional representation nin) of

GiF) isclearly cr-invariant. Hence, tr/(?/)(/xcr) = trSt(/xcr)+tr7r(rj)(/xcr).

ÔÎ-
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2.9.1. Lemma. The trivial (resp. special) representation of HiF) lifts to the

trivial iresp. Steinberg) representation of GiF).

Proof. As the characters of both 7io and nin) are identically one, and the
packets of the trivial and of the special representations of HiF) consists of a
single element each, the lemma follows at once from the definition (2.3) of the

lifting.

Remark. The only cr-invariant one-dimensional representation n of GiF) is

the trivial one. Indeed, n is given by a character ß of Fx (namely, nig) =

ßidetg)) of order 3, thus /?3 = 1. But n is cr-invariant only if ß = ß~x.

Hence ß — 1 and n is trivial, as asserted.

3. Orthogonality

3.1. Orthogonality relations. The packets of irreducible admissible representa-
tions of H(F) are described in (2.2). Their characters satisfy the orthogonality

relations which we now recall.

For any stable conjugacy class functions x , X1 °n HiF) put

(x,x')e = \£[/>(7b)]|7b(F)|-' /    xiy)x'iy)àiy)2wy.

The sum is taken over a set of representatives T0 for the stable conjugacy classes

of elliptic tori of H over F. [Z)(7b)] is the number of conjugacy classes within

the stable conjugacy class of To ; it is 2 if Tq is elliptic, 1 if To is split. As

usual, |7o(.F)| denotes the volume of 7o(F).

3.2. Lemma. Let n and n' be admissible irreducible tempered representations

of HiF), at least one of which is square-integrable. Then (X{K}, X{n'})e is

0 unless the packets {n}, {n1} are equal, when it is equal to the number of

irreducible constituents in {n}.

Proof. This follows from the orthonormality relations for characters of square-
integrable //(ir)-modules (see [K, Theorem K], for a general p-adic group).

3.3. Twisted orthogonality. Let n be a cr-invariant supercuspidal representa-

tion of GiF). Such n do not exist unless the residual characteristic of F is
2. (This is well known, and proven in [IV] using the trace formula.) As in

( 1.2) there is an intertwining operator A from the space of n to itself such

that "nig) = nia ig)) = Anig)A~x . Since n is irreducible and A2 intertwines

n with itself it is a scalar, which we may normalize to be 1. Extend n to a

representation n' of G'iF) = GiF) x (a) by setting 7t(cr) = A. As noted in

(2.1), the character Xn> of n' exists as a locally integrable function on G'iF)

which is smooth on the subset of C7(F) x a which consists of ô x a with regular

7 = No . If Gas ~ Hy is a compact torus of H = SL(2) over F then the proof
of [JL, Lemma 7.4.1], shows that

Xn'{o xa) = din') /     [in'Ugx l)~x -Ô xa-gx l)w, ü)
Jg(f)

+in'Hg x a)~x -ô x a • g x a)u, w)]cüg

= 2d(n')\G${F)\ f in'ig-xôaig)xa)u,u)(^-.
JGf{F)\G(F) œS
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Here din') denotes the formal degree of n' ; u, ü are vectors in the space of
n' and the contragredient of n', with (m , w) = 1.

The orthogonality relations for characters imply the following.

3.3.1. Lemma. Let n2 be a unitary a-invariant irreducible admissible repre-

sention of GiF) and n a a-invariant supercuspidal representation of GiF).

Suppose that the function ô —> Xn'{° x °) /s a stable a-conjugacy class function

on GiF). Define (xn>, X*'2)e to be

Í£|Z(F)\r(JF)|-1 / Aiy)2Xn'iôxa)Y,XK(o'xa)coy.
1 {T} Jz(F)\t(F) s,     2

It is equal to 0 unless n and n2 are equivalent when it is equal to 1.

Remark. The sum over T ranges over a set of representatives for the conjugacy

classes of elliptic tori in GL(2) over F . The sum over ô' ranges over a set of

representatives for the cr-conjugacy classes within the stable cr-conjugacy class

of ô . For a in TiF) we have ô = iae)\, and there are two ô' in our case of

ô with compact G%(F) ~ HyiF), y = No .

Proof. First suppose that n2 is equivalent to n . Put n'¡ = co' <g> n' (z = 0, 1),
where to is the character of G'iF) which attains the value 1 on GiF) and the

value -1 at a. The representations n'0, n\ are inequivalent. Put

4{g) = d{n')(n'{g)u,ü),        n[(<p)= [     <t>ig)n[ig) dg.
Jg'(F)

By the Schur orthogonality relations for the square-integrable representations

n\ we have

Xm'oict>) = l,        XTn\i<j>) = Q.

Then

1 - tr n'0i<p) - tr n\ (</>) = 2 /      (pig x a)xn'ig xa)coG.
Jg(F)

By the Weyl integration formula (1.9) this is equal to

1| £ / A(7)2^-(á x a)toö ¡ <p(g-^a(g))(^.
1 {t}Jnz(k)\t(f) Jg°(F)\g(F) °>s

= 2-ÇW A(y)2Xn'(ôxa)coôYi f 4>ig-lS'a(g]ß
1 ,tJz(F)\t(f) ., Jg°,(F)\g(F) °>

g

cos

Harish-Chandra's "Seiberg principle" [H', Theorem 29] implies the vanishing of

the inner integral if Gj ~ Hy is a torus of H which splits over F . Otherwise

the comment preceding the lemma implies that we obtain

\ £1^(^)1-' /      Aiyfxn'iô' xa)Yjn\o' *o)ioy.

We used the isomo rphism Z(F)\T(F) ~ Ga5iF) ~ HyiF), and the relation
2co¿ = coy of measures on the groups C7|, Hy, from [I, Lemma 2.3.1].

It remains to deal with the case where n and n2 are inequivalent. But then

ico' <g> n'2)((f>) = 0 for both i, and the lemma follows using the same argument.
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3.4. Reformulation. In the notations of (3.3), if Xn1 is a stable cr-class func-

tion, we may define a stable class function x °n HiF) by x(?) = Xn'iô x a),
where y = Nô . Lemma 3.3.1 implies that

\ £ \ToiF)\-x[DiTo)] ¡     Aiy)2\xiy)\2coy
2 TO, 7ro(F)

is equal to 1, where the sum is taken over the stable conjugacy classes of elliptic

tori of H over F, and [DiT0)] (see 3.1) is equal to 2.

3.5. Lemma. In the notations o/(3.4), we have that (Xn1, Xn')e is 1 if n is the

a-invariant Steinberg representation.

Proof. This follows from (3.1) and (2.9.1). Note that the packet of the spe-
cial representation of HiF) consists of a single element, and the orthogonality
relation (3.1) for it follows from the orthogonality relation for the trivial repre-

sentation of the group of elements of reduced norm 1 in the quaternion division

algebra, and the correspondence of [JL].

3.6. Finally we record a special case of a twisted analogue of [K, Theorem G].

The proof in the twisted case, for arbitrary reductive not necessarily connected

p-adic group, follows closely that of [K], and will not be given here. Thus, let

n , n' be cr-invariant, tempered representations with characters x > X' ■ Each

of 71, n' defines a unique (up to association) parabolic subgroup and a square-

integrable representation p, p' of its Levi factor. Then n, n' are called
relatives if p is equivalent to p'. Recall that we have the inner product

(X, X')e = ¿Z\T{F)\~X ¡¿Z^iS)Axiô)dy.
T J      ô

The first sum ranges over a set of representatives for the stable conjugacy classes

of elliptic tori in HiF). The integral is over y in TiF). The inner sum is

over a set of representatives for the cr-conjugacy classes with Nô = y .

3.7. Lemma [K]. If n, n' are not relatives then (x, x')e = 0.

The same result holds also when F is the field of real numbers.

In our case of G = PGL(3), a (7-module normalizedly induced from a

tempered one is irreducible, and we need only the following special case of the

lemma.

Corollary. If n,   n'  are inequivalent a-invariant tempered G-modules, then

(X,X')e = 0.

The methods of [K] do not afford computing the value (x, x)e ■ But in the

case of any (cr-stable) supercuspidal n, we have (x,x)e = 1 by (3.3.1). In
the local lifting theorem of [IV] we list all cr-stable elliptic n, and compute

{X > X)e ; it is equal to the cardinality of the packet which lifts to n .
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